
Now here’s a recipe completely

unrelated to bacon.

Well, not completely unrelated. This

cheese sauce sits nicely atop a hot grilled

brat, which is mostly pork. I think.

Because Oktoberfest has come and

gone, because nothing warms the heart

like a good, rich cheese sauce on chilly,

yet still grillable evenings, here’s a Sam

Adams Beer Cheese Sauce. This is an

oldie, but a goodie from The Wooden

Spoon’s archives circa 2012.

This recipe is adapted from Rachael

Ray, and before Jonny and I head out for

a little gathering tonight, I thought I'd

quick post our eats tonight.  This cheddar

cheese sauce is downright scrumptious,

and if you listen closely, your brats just

might actually thank you! It's

a spectacular way to spruce up the ol'

regular grilled brat. Jonny was eating it

by the spoonful out of the pan earlier.

Always a good sign in this homestead. 

Never happens here...well, don't worry, I

control quality control if I know people

are coming over of course. Sort of. 

Oh, and because you only use one cup

of the beer, for the other remaining cup,

give or take, I sliced some onions all thin-

like, melted a tablespoon of butter, threw

a little salt and pepper in a saute pan,

sauteed the onions, and mixed a couple

pinches of flour in with the beer, poured

that over the onions, brought to a good

simmer, and let it get all thick and gravy-

like. I topped the brats with the onions

and then the cheese sauce. It’s no

sauerkraut, so you can just drink the other

half too. Either way, it's good! Oh, and be

sure to toast up the buns on the grill as

well.  They hold up a lot better than if you

just use a soft hot dog bun. We didn't grill

ours. I wish we would have. 

grocery lisT

The how-To:

• Combine cheeses in a bowl with flour. 

• Add beer to a small pot and bring up to a bubble over medium heat. Reduce

the heat to simmer and add cheese in handfuls.

• Stir constantly, melting the cheese in batches. Stir in a figure-eight pattern

with wooden spoon. 

• When the cheese has been incorporated fully, stir in the mustard, hot sauce,

and Worcestershire sauce.  

• Assemble brats and eat and smile as you turned the boring into ... not boring?

• Cleanup's a breeze with this meal so relax and get outside and enjoy the

numbered beautiful fall evenings we have left, and most importantly, eat,

drink, and be together.

• 2 C. shredded sharp cheddar 

• 1/2-3/4 C. swiss or gruyere,

shredded 

• 1 rounded Tbsp. all-purpose flour

• 1 C. Sam Adams Boston Ale

• 2 Tbsp. spicy brown mustard

• A few drops hot sauce

• A few drops Worcestershire sauce

1) The BLT became popular shortly after

World War II when supermarkets expanded

and started carrying lettuce and tomatoes

year round.

2) The Chinese started curing bacon in 1500

BC leading one to think that maybe that

should be brought up in TPP talks. Bacon,

uniting countries since 1500 BC.

3) A micronutrient, Choline, found in bacon

is found to help brain development and boost

intelligence, memory, and recall of an unborn

child. Pregnant ladies of America, eat your

hearts out. Also, heart diseased-plagued

Americans, large amounts of Choline are

found to decrease heart problems.

The problem isn’t bacon. The

problem is you’re not eating

enough bacon. That’s free medical

advice right there. You won’t hear

that from Michelle Obama.

Denmark got it right when it comes

to bacon, but we’ll discuss that

later. 

4) In the U.S., bacon is eaten 70%

for breakfast, 11% for lunch, and

2% for a snack. Causing me to ask

myself, why haven’t I considered

bacon as a snack before now?

5) A single serving of bacon is three

medium cut slices.

6) 11% of a pig’s standard weight

is bacon. One pig weighing 200

pounds can produce approximately

20 pounds of bacon, depending on

the butchering process. Obviously.

8) The aforementioned fact, No. 7, has

nothing to do with anything. I just thought

you should know I didn’t eat bacon for a

week. 

9) Denmark consumes the most bacon in the

world. Come on, America, step up your

game.

10) The average American eats 17.9 pounds

of bacon a year. I’m still trying to figure out

the math on facts 9 and 10. If Denmark has a

population of 5 million and the U.S. has 320

million, how many pounds a year is the

average Denmarkian eating?

11) Denmark consumes the most bacon.

Denmark ranks 107th in the world for obesity

and 160th for heart disease. American ranks

18th in obesity and 107th in heart disease

quickly proving that bacon is just the

scapegoat here. Bacon is not the death of

civilians. Stop waging war on bacon. Maybe

the real war should be on margarine. It’s

almost plastic, people. It’s completely made

up in a lab. There is nothing natural about it.

You’ll be healthier eating a red plastic cup,

and I’m guessing that red cup contains

Yellow 5.

12) Bacon and eggs are eaten together 71%

of the time, a match made by God’s hands.

13) People ages 34 and older make up the

majority of the bacon consumption.

Thirteen because I

needed something

Halloween-related.

Not-so-haunt ing

because I didn’t

want to scare the

children.


